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1. INTRODUCTION
The time evolution of the density * and the velocity u=[u1, u2, u3] of
a viscous compressible barotropic fluid driven by an external force
f=[ f 1, f 2, f 3] is governed by the continuity equation
t*+div(*u)=0 (1.1)
and the system of equations of motion
t (*u)+div(*uu)&+ 2u&(*++) { div u+{p(*)=*f. (1.2)
Here the unknowns *=*(t, x) and u=u(t, x) are functions of the time
t # I/R and the position x # 0. We consider 0/R3 a bounded domain
with Lipschitz boundary on which u complies with the Dirichlet boundary
conditions
u|0=0. (1.3)
The quantities *, +,
+>0, *++0
represent the viscosity coefficients and p= p(*) is the pressure. For sim-
plicity, we consider only the isentropic case when
p(*)=a*#, a>0, #>1.
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In this paper, we shall deal with finite energy weak solutions of the
problem (1.1)(1.3) on a certain time interval I/R, specifically, the
functions *0, u belong to the classes
* # Lloc (I; L
# (0)), ui # L2loc (I; W
1, 2
0 (0)), i=1, 2, 3, (1.4)
the equations (1.1), (1.2) hold in D$(I_0), and the energy inequality
d
dt
E(t)++ |
0
|{u(t)|2 dx+(*++) |
0
|div u(t)| 2 dx
|
0
*(t) f(t) .u(t) dx (1.5)
is satisfied in D$(I ), where the energy E is given by the formula
E(t)=E[*, u](t)=
1
2 |0 *(t) |u(t)|
2 dx+
a
#&1 |0 *
# (t) dx.
Moreover, we shall assume
* # L2loc (I; L
2 (0)). (1.6)
The existence of finite energy weak solutions on the time interval
I=R+=(0, ), 0/RN, with prescribed initial density *(0) and momenta
(*u)(0), was proved by Lions [8] under the hypothesis ##(N). The
L2-integrability up to the boundary (the relation (1.6)) of the weak solu-
tions was proved in [3] and [9]. The condition (1.6) implies that
t*+div(*u)=0 holds in D$(I_R3) (1.7)
provided *, u were extended to be zero outside 0 (see [3, Lemma 3.1]). In
particular, the total mass m is a constant of motion, i.e.,
m=|
0
*(t, x) dx is independent of t # I.
The main objective of this paper is to show that positive trajectories
generated by solutions of the system (1.1)(1.3) are precompact in suitably
chosen topologies under the sole assumption that the driving force is a
bounded and measurable function on R+,
max
i=1, 2, 3
[ess sup
t # R+, x # 0
| f i (t, x)|]K. (1.8)
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The hypothesis (1.8) guarantees the existence of a bounded absorbing
ball in the energy ‘‘norm’’ (see [2, Theorem 1.1]).
Proposition 1.1. Let
#> 53
and let f be a bounded mesurable function satisfying (1.8).
Then there exists a constant E , depending solely on #, K and on the total
mass m, having the following property:
Given E0 , there exists a time T=T(E0) such that
E(t)=E[*, u](t)E for a.e.. t>T
provided
ess lim sup
t  0+
E(t)E0
and *, u is a finite energy weak solution of the problem (1.1)(1.3) on the set
R+_0.
The main result of the present paper reads as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let
# 95 (1.9)
and let fn=[ f 1n (t, x), f
2
n(t, x), f
3
n (t, x)] be a sequence of bounded measurable
functions satisfying
max
i=1, 2, 3
[ess sup
t # R+, x # 0
| f in (t, x)|]K
for all n=1, 2, ... . Let *n , un be a sequence of weak solutions of the problem
(1.1)(1.3) on the time interval I=R+ satisfying the hypotheses (1.4)(1.6)
and such that
|
0
*n (t, x) dx=m,
ess lim sup
t  0+
E[*n , un](t)E0
independent of n=1, 2, ... .
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Then any sequence of times tn   contains a subsequence (not relabeled )
such that
*n (tn+t)  * (t) strongly in L: (0) and weakly in L# (0)
for any 1:<#, (1.10)
(*nun)(tn+t)  (* u )(t) weakly in [L1 (0)]3 (1.11)
for any t # R. Moreover,
|
J
|
0
|*n (tn+t, x)&* (t, x)| # dx dt  0, (1.12)
|
J
|
0
|*n (tn+t, x) un (tn+t, x)&* (t, x) u (t, x)| dx dt  0 (1.13)
for any bounded interval J/R. Here * , u is a globally defined (i.e. on I=R)
finite energy weak solution of the problem (1.1)(1.3) with driving force f ,
f = lim
n  
fn (tn+. ) in the weak star topology of the space L (R_0),
and such that
ess sup
t # R
E[* , u ](t)E . (1.14)
Remark 1.1. To the best of our knowledge, the only comparable result
has been obtained only recently by Hoff and Ziane [4], [5]. The authors
show the existence of a global attractor for compressible isothermal fluid in
one space dimension. They prove the density component * is asymptoti-
cally compact in the W1, 2-topology provided the Lebesgue decomposition
of *x has singular part with countable support and AC part in L2. Their
hypotheses are much stronger than ours, in particular, the driving force
must be asymptotically almost-periodic in time with respect to the L2-norm
in space. Such a result is possible due to a relatively simple topology of the
domain in the 1-D case. In particular, any driving force is a potential of a
scalar function which enables to show the ultimate boundedness of the
energy (an analogue of Proposition 1.1) in a relatively straightforward way
and for a general barotropic flow where the pressure grows at least as a linear
function for large values of *. In fact, the attractor in the 1-D isothermal
case is surprisingly simple when the driving force f is indepent of t, namely,
it is a singleton [* , 0] where * is the unique stationary solution of the
problem.
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Remark 1.2. The hyperbolic character of the continuity equation
causes the time propagation of possible oscillations of density, in par-
ticular, a bounded (oscillating) sequence of initial data may not give rise to
a compact set of trajectories (cf. Lions [6]). However, as claimed in the
above theorem, the generated evolution process is asymptotically compact.
The same phenomenon has been observed in the case of weakly damped
wave equations, degenerate parabolic equations and many others.
Remark 1.3. Unlike the density *, which is continuous with respect to
time, the velocity u is defined only almost everywhere in t and so are the
values of the momenta *u appearing in (1.11). However, by virtue of the
equations of motion, the momenta can be represented by functions belong-
ing to C(I, Lqweak (0)) with q=
2#
#+1 and, consequently, (1.11) makes sense.
The rest of the paper will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. The
main idea is based on careful analysis of the ‘‘defect measure’’
&=log(*) *&log(* ) * . (1.15)
Here, and in what follows, the symbol * denotes a weak limit of the
sequence of time shifts
*n, tn (t, x)={*n (tn+t, x)0
for
if
t>&tn
t&tn
while b(*) stands for a weak limit of a composition b(*n, tn).
We shall show that the function
D(t)=|
0
&(t, x) dx, t # R
is continuous, nonnegative and uniformly bounded on R, and satisfies
D$(t)+8(D(t))0 in D$(R)
where 8 is convex, strictly positive for positive arguments, and 8(0)=0.
Consequently, D#0 which implies strong convergence of the density
claimed in (1.10).
The core of the paper is thus the proof of the existence of the function
8 which is independent of the initial data and yields uniform decay of
oscillations in the density component of the bounded energy solutions. A
weaker statement namely that the amplitude of oscillations is a nonincreas-
ing function of time, i.e., D nonincreasing in time, was announced by
SERRE [10] with formal proof in the space dimension N>1 and proved
by LIONS [8] where it forms the basis of the existence theory.
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2. BASIC ESTIMATES AND CONVERGENCE OF
THE SEQUENCE OF TIME SHIFTS
We start with a straightforward consequence of Proposition 1.1:
Proposition 2.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, there exists a
time T=T(E0) and a constant L depending solely on K and m such that
sup
tT
&*n (t)&L#(0)L, (2.1)
ess sup
tT
&- *n (t) un (t)&L2(0)L, (2.2)
and
|
J
|
0
&*n&#+% dx dtL for a certain %>0, #+%2, (2.3)
|
J
&un (t)&2W 01, 2 (0)L (2.4)
for any time interval J/[T, ), |J |1 independent of n=1, 2, ... .
Proof. The estimates (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4) are a straightforward conse-
quence of Proposition 1.1 and the energy inequality (1.5). The bound (2.3)
can be proved in exactly the same way as the estimate (3.20) in [2]. One
has only to observe that, assuming (1.9) and knowing the energy E is
bounded by E , one can take the constant %= 15 (cf. also LIONS [9]). K
Now, similarly as above, we define
un, tn (t)=un (tn+t) and fn, tn=fn (tn+t).
In view of the estimates in Proposition 2.1, we can pass to subsequences
(not relabeled) such that
*n, tn  * weakly star in L
 (R; L# (0)),
un, tn  u weakly in L
2 (J; [W 1, 20 (0)]
3) for any bounded interval J/R,
(2.5)
where u is a function belonging to L2loc (R, [W
1, 2
0 (0)]
3) satisfying
|
J
&u &2W 01, 2 (0) dtL for any J/R, |J |1, (2.6)
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and
fn, tn  f weakly star in L
 (R_0),
*n, tn fn, tn  *f weakly star in L
 (R; L# (0)).
Moreover, making use of the estimates (2.1), (2.4), the fact that *n, tn solve
(1.1), and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we deduce
*n, tn  * in C(J; L
#
weak (0)) for any compact interval J/R, (2.7)
and
* # BC(R; L#weak (0)) (2.8)
(see [1, Section 3] for details).
Now, the relation (2.7) implies strong convergence of *n, tn in
C(J; W&1, 2 (0)), which, combined with (2.5), yields
*n, tn un, tn  * u weakly in L
2 (J; [Lq1 (0)]3) for any bounded J/R,
(2.9)
where
q1=
6#
#+6
.
Similarly as above, one can estimate the time derivative of *n, tn un, tn by
means of the equation (1.2), which, together with the estimates (2.1), (2.2),
yields
*n, tn un, tn  * u in C(J; L
q2
weak (0)), q2=
2#
#+1
, (2.10)
where
* u # BC(R; Lq2weak (0)).
Now, the relation (2.10) implies strong convergence of *n, tnun, tn in the
space C(I; W&1, 2 (0)) and we infer, exactly as when proving (2.9), that
*n, tn u
i
n, tn
u jn, tn  * u
iu j weakly in L2 (J; Lq3 (0)), i, j=1, 2, 3 (2.11)
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for any bounded J/R where
q3=
6#
4#+3
.
Finally, by virtue of (2.3),
*n, tn  * weakly in L
#+% (J_0) (2.12)
and
p(*n, tn)  p(*) weakly in L
(1+%)# (J_0)
for any bounded interval J/R.
The functions * , u satisfy
t* +div(* u )=0 in D$(R_R3), (2.13)
t (* u )+div(* u u )&+ 2u &(*++) { div u
+{p(*)=*f in D$(R_0), (2.14)
where, in (2.13), the functions * , u are prolonged by zero on the set R3"0
(cf. (1.7)). Moreover, thanks to (2.7), (2.11), and Proposition 1.1,
|
I
E[* , u ] dt=|
I
|
0
1
2
* |u |2+
a
#&1
* # dx dt
lim inf
n   |I |0
1
2
*n, tn |un, tn |
2+
a
#&1
*#n, tn dx dt|I | E
for arbitrary I which yields (1.14).
3. MORE ABOUT THE DENSITY
By virtue of the hypothesis (1.6), the functions *n, tn are renormalized
solutions of the equation (1.7), i.e.,
t b(*n, tn)+div(b(*n, tn) un, tn)+(b$(*n, tn) *n, tn&b(*n, tn)) div un, tn=0 (3.1)
holds in D$((&tn , )_R3 for any globally Lipschitz b # C1 (R). Moreover,
*n, tn # C(J; L
: (0)) for any compact J/(&tn , ) (3.2)
and any 1:<# (see Lions [7, Lemma 2.3]).
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Analogously, by virtue of (2.12), (2.13), the same holds also for * , i.e.,
t b(* )+div(b(* ) u )+(b$(* ) * &b(* )) div u =0 in D$(R_R3), (3.3)
* # BC(R; L: (0)), 1:<#, (3.4)
in particular,
log(* ) * # BC(R; L: (0)) for 1:<#. (3.5)
At this stage, we introduce functions
Mk (z)={z log(z)k log(k)+(1+log(k))(z&k)
for 0z<k
for zk
and
Tk (z)=min[z, k], z0
for any k1.
Approximating Mk by a sequence of smooth functions and using the
Lebesgue convergence theorem, one deduces from (3.1) and (3.3) that
t Mk (*n, tn)+div(Mk (*n, tn) un, tn)+Tk (*n, tn) div un, tn
=0 in D$((&tn , )_R3) (3.6)
and
t Mk (* )+div(Mk (* ) u )+Tk (* ) div u =0 in D$(R_R3). (3.7)
Now, similarly as in the proof of (2.7), we have
Mk (*n, tn)  Mk (*) in C(J; L
#
weak (0)), (3.8)
where
Mk (*) # BC(R; L:weak (0)), 1:<# (3.9)
and the bound in (3.9) depends solely on :, in particular, it is independent
of k.
Lemma 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, we have
sup
t>T&tn
sup
n
|
0
*n, tn (t) log(*n, tn (t))&Mk (*n, tn (t)) dxr1 (k),
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where
r1 (k)  0 as k  .
Proof. We have
sup
t>T&tn
sup
n
|
0
*n, tn (t) log(*n, tn (t))&Mk (*n, tn (t)) dx
 sup
t>T&tn
sup
n
|
*n , tnk
*n, tn (t) log(*n, tn (t)) dx
sup
t>T
sup
n
(meas[*n (t)k]) p1 \|0 *#n (t) dx+
p2
\mk+
p1
L p2
for certain p1 , p2>0 independent of k, where L is the constant from
Proposition 2.1. K
Corollary 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1,
*n, tn log(*n, tn)  * log(*) in C(J; L
:
weak (0)) for any compact interval J/R
and any fixed 1:<#. Moreover,
sup
t # R
|
0
* log(*) (t)&Mk (*) (t) dxr1 (k),
where
r1 (k)  0 as k  .
To conclude this section, one can use (3.3) and the Lebesgue con-
vergence theorem to deduce
t Tk (*n, tn)+div(Tk (*n, tn) un, tn)+k sgn
+ (*n, tn&k) div un, tn=0 (3.10)
in D$((&tn , )_R3). Similarly as in (2.7)(2.9) we can pass to the limit
for n   to obtain
Tk (*n, tn)  Tk (*) in C(J; L
; (0)) for any compact J/R,
Tk (*) # BC(R; L: (0)), 1:<# independent of k,
k sgn+ (*n, tn&k) div un, tn  /k weakly in L
2 (J_0) for any bounded J/R,
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and
t Tk (*)+div(Tk (*) u )+/k=0 in D$(R_R3), (3.11)
where Tk are the cut-off functions defined at the beginning of this section.
4. THE EFFECTIVE VISCOUS FLUX AND ITS PROPERTIES
We shall investigate the properties of the quantity
p(*)&(*+2+) div u
called usually the effective viscous flux. It turns out that it is ‘‘more regular’’
than its components, in particular, it exhibits certain weak continuity. This
is the crucial property used in the proof of existence of weak solutions as
presented in Lions [8].
Proposition 4.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, we have
lim
n   |J |0 ( p(*n, tn)&(*+2+) div un, tn) Tk (*n, tn) dx dt
=|
J
|
0
( p(*)&(*+2+) div u ) Tk (*) dx dt
for any bounded interval J/R and all k=1, 2, ... .
Remark 4.1. Similar assertion with Tk (*) replaced by *% may be found
in Lions [8]. The sketch of the proof we are going to present here follows
the ideas of [1, Lemma 4.1].
Proof. Consider the operators
Aj[v]=2&1 xi (v), i=1, 2, 3,
more specifically,
Aj[v]=F&1 {&i!j|!|2 F[v](!)= , j=1, 2, 3,
where F denotes the Fourier transform.
By means of the Mikhlin multiplier theorem, we have
&xi Aj[v]&L p(0)c( p) &v&L p(R3) for any 1< p<
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and
&Ai[v]&Lq(0)c(q, r) &v&Lr(R3) ,
where rq 3r3&r if 1<r<3, q arbitrary finite if r=3, q= for r>3.
Now, we use the quantities
.i (t, x)=(t) ,(x)Ai[Tk (*n, tn)],  # D(I ), , # D(0), i=1, 2, 3
as test functions for (1.2) (as always, *n, tn is prolonged by zero outside 0):
|
J
|
0
,[ p(*n, tn)&(*+2+) div un, tn] Tk (*n, tn) dx dt
=|
J
|
0
[(*++) div un, tn& p(*n, tn)] xi ,Ai[Tk (*n, tn)] dx dt
++ |
J
|
0
 {{, {u in, tnAi[Tk (*n, tn)]
&u in, tn xj , xj Ai[Tk (*n, tn)] dx dt
++ |
J
|
0
un, tn {,Tk (*n, tn)= dx dt
&|
J
|
0
,*n, tn u
i
n, tn
[t Ai[Tk(*n, tn)]
+kAi[sgn+ (*n, tn&k) div un, tn]] dx dt
&|
J
|
0
[*n, tn u
i
n, tn
u jn, tn xj ,Ai[Tk (*n, tn)]
+,*n f in, tn Ai[Tk(*n, tn)]] dx dt
+|
J
|
0
u in, tn [Tk (*n, tn) Ri, j[,*n, tnu
j
n, tn
]
&,*n, tn u
j
n, tn
Ri, j[Tk (*n, tn)]] dx dt, (4.1)
where the operators Ri, j are defined as
Ri, j[v]=F&1 {!i!j|!|2 F[v](!)= .
Here, we have made use of (3.10).
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Analogously, we can repeat the above arguments considering the
equations (2.14), (3.11) and the test functions
.i (t, x)=,Ai[Tk (*)], i=1, 2, 3
to deduce
|
J
|
0
,[ p(*)&(*+2+) div u ] Tk (*) dx dt
=|
J
|
0
[(*++) div u & p(*)] xi ,Ai[Tk (*)] dx dt
++ |
J
|
0
[{, {u iAi[Tk (*)]&u i xj , xjAi[Tk (*)]
+u } {, Tk (*)] dx dt
&|
J
|
0
,* u i [tAi[Tk (*)]+Ai[/k]] dx dt
&|
J
|
0
[* u iu j xj,Ai[Tk (*)]
+,* f i Ai[Tk (*)]] dx dt
+|
J
|
0
u i [Tk (*) Ri, j[,* u j]&,* u jRi, j[Tk (*)]] dx dt. (4.2)
Finally, it can be proved that all the terms on the right-hand side of (4.1)
converge to their counterparts in (4.2) which yields the desired conclusion.
Of course, the hardest term is the last integral in (4.1) requiring weak con-
tinuity of the ‘‘paracommutator’’
vRi, j[w]&wRi, j[v]
in L p-spaces. We refer the reader to [1, Section 4] for a complete proof. K
5. SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS
We pause to list some basic properties of the nonlinear functions we deal
with. The proof of the first lemma is elementary and we omit it:
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Lemma 5.1. Let p(z)=az# for all z0 with a>0, #1.
Then
p(z)& p( y) p(z& y) for all 0 yz,
[ p( y)& p(z)][Tk ( y)&Tk (z)][ p(Tk ( y))& p(Tk (z))][Tk ( y)&Tk (z)]
for all y, z0
and
[ p( y)& p(z)][Tk ( y)&Tk (z)]a |Tk ( y)&Tk (z)| #+1 for all y, z0.
(5.1)
Lemma 5.2. For any ’ # (0, 1), there exists a constant N = N(’), inde-
pendent of k, such that
Mk (z)&Mk ( y)(1+log+ (Tk ( y)))(z& y)+N(’)( |z& y|’+|z& y|1’)
for all z, y0.
Proof.
(i) Taking y, h0 one obtains
Mk ( y+h)&Mk ( y)&(1+log+ (Tk ( y))) h
=|
y+h
y
M$k (s) ds&(1+log+ (Tk ( y))) h
h(log+ (Tk ( y+h))&log+ (Tk ( y)))
h log+ (Tk (1+h))h log(h+1).
(ii) In case h>0, y&h1, we get
Mk ( y&h)&Mk ( y)+(1+log+ (Tk ( y))) h
=h log+ (Tk ( y))&|
y
y&h
log(Tk (s)) ds
h (log(Tk ( y))&log(Tk ( y&h)))
h log(Tk (h+1))h log(h+1).
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(iii) Finally, if h>0, 0 y&h<1, one has
Mk ( y&h)&Mk ( y)+(1+log+ (Tk ( y))) h
=h log+ (Tk ( y))&|
y
y&h
log(Tk (s)) ds
h log(1+h)&|
min[ y, 1]
y&h
log(s) ds
h log(1+h)&|
min[h, 1]
0
log(s) ds
h log(1+h)+h+h |log(h)|. K
Lemma 5.3. Fix ’ # ( 1#+1 , 1) and consider the function 8 (depending on
’) determined by the relation
8(z’+z1’)=z#+1 for all z0.
Then 8 is convex, strictly increasing for z0, 8(0)=0.
6. COMPACTNESS OF THE DENSITY
Our aim is to show (1.10). To this end, let us fix {1<{2 arbitrary. By
virtue of (3.2), (3.6), we deduce
|
0
Mk (*n, tn)({2) dx&|
0
Mk (*n, tn)({1) dx
+|
{2
{1
|
0
1
*+2+
p(*n, tn) Tk (*n, tn) dx dt
=|
{2
{1
|
0
1
*+2+
p(*n, tn) Tk (*n, tn)&div un, tn Tk (*n, tn) dx dt. (6.1)
Now, applying the same treatment to the equation (3.7) and making use
of (3.4), we obtain
|
0
Mk (* )({2) dx&|
0
Mk (* )({1) dx+|
{2
{1
|
0
1
*+2+
p(*) Tk (*) dx dt
=|
{2
{1
|
0
1
*+2+
p(*) Tk (*)&div u Tk (*)
+|
{2
{1
|
0 \Tk (*)&Tk (* )+ div u dx dt. (6.2)
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Taking the difference of (6.1), (6.2) and making use of Proposition 4.1
together with (3.8), we get
|
0
[Mk (*)&Mk (* )]({2) dx&|
0
[Mk (*)&Mk (* )]({1) dx
+
1
*+2+
lim sup
n  
|
{2
{1
|
0
p(*n, tn) Tk (*n, tn)& p(*) Tk (*) dx dt
|
{2
{1
(Tk (* )&Tk (*)) div u dx dt. (6.3)
At this stage, we shall need the following crucial observation:
Lemma 6.1. There exists a constant d>0 such that
lim sup
n  
|
{2
{1
|
0
p(*n, tn) Tk (*n, tn)&p(*) Tk (*) dx dt+r2 (k)({2&{1)
d |
{2
{1
8 \|0 Mk (*)&Mk (* ) dx+ dt,
where
r2 (k)  0 for k  
and 8 is the convex function from Lemma 5.3.
Proof. We have
lim sup
n  
|
{2
{1
|
0
p(*n, tn) Tk (*n, tn)& p(*) Tk (*) dx dt
=lim sup
n  
|
{2
{1
|
0
p(*n, tn) Tk (*n, tn) dx dt
+|
{2
{1
|
0
p(* ) Tk (* )&p(*) Tk (* )& p(* ) Tk (*) dx dt
+|
{2
{1
|
0 \p(*)& p(* )+(Tk (* )&Tk (*)) dx dt
lim sup
n  
|
{2
{1
|
0
( p(*n, tn)& p(* ))(Tk (*n, tn)&Tk (* )) dx dt
a lim sup
n  
|
{2
{1
|
0
|Tk (*n, tn)&Tk (* )|
#+1 dx dt, (6.4)
where the last inequality follows from (5.1).
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Now, let us choose
’ # (0, 1) so that
1
’
<:<#. (6.5)
By virtue of Lemma 5.2, we have
|
0
Mk (*n, tn)&Mk (* ) dx&|
0
(1+log+ (Tk (* )))(*n, tn&* ) dx
N |
0
|Tk (*n, tn)&Tk (* )|
’+|Tk (*n, tn)&Tk (* )|
1’ dx+r3 (k),
where
r3 (k)= sup
t # ({1, {2)
sup
n=1, 2, ... {|0 |*n, tn&Tk (*n, tn)|’+|*n, tn&Tk (*n, tn)| 1’ dx
+|
0
|* &Tk (* )| ’+|* &Tk (* )|1’ dx= .
Observe that, in view (6.5), (2.1), and (2.8), r3 (k)  0 for k  .
Thus applying the function 8 from Lemma 5.3 to both sides of the above
inequality and making use of the Jensen inequality, we deduce
|
{2
{1
8 \|0 Mk (*n, tn)&Mk (* ) dx&|0 (1+log+ (Tk (* )))(*n, tn&* ) dx+ dt
c(N, |0| ) |
{2
{1
|
0
|Tk (*n, tn)&Tk (* )|
#+1 dx dt+({2&{1) 8(2r3 (k)).
Passing to the limit for n   and making use of (6.4) together with (2.7),
(3.8) we conclude. K
Using the conclusion of Lemma 6.1 together with Corollary 3.1, one can
pass to the limit in (6.3) for k   to obtain
|
0
&({2 , x) dx&|
0
&({1 , x) dx+
d
*++ |
{2
{1
8 \|0 &(t, x) dx+ dt
lim sup
k   } |
{2
{1
|
0
(Tk (* )&Tk (*)) div u dx dt } , (6.6)
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where the ‘‘defect measure’’ & is given by (1.15). Now, the term on the right-
hand side may be treated as
} |
{2
{1
|
0
(Tk (* )&Tk (*)) div u dx dt }
|
{2
{1
|
0
|Tk (* )&* | |div u | dx dt+|
{2
{1
|
0
(* &Tk (*)) |div u | dx dt,
where the first term tends to zero for k   in view of (2.6), (2.12) while
the second one is further treated as follows:
|
{2
{1
|
0
(* &Tk (*)) |div u| dx dt
= lim
n   |
{2
{1
|
0
(*n, tn&Tk (*n, tn)) |div u | dx dt
lim sup
n   \|
{2
{1
|
0
*2n, tn dx dt+
12
\||*n , tnk |div u |
2 dx dt+
12
and, consequently, the right-hand side tends to zero for k   since, by
virtue of (2.6), (2.12),
*n, tn are uniformly bounded in L
2 (({1 , {2)_0)
and div u # L2 (I_0).
It follows from the relations (3.5), (3.9) and Corollary 3.1 that the
function
D(t)=|
0
&(t, x) dx
is continuous and globally bounded on the whole real line R. Moreover, by
virtue of (6.6), the inequality
D({2)&D({1)+
d
*+2+ |
{2
{1
8(D(t)) dt0
holds for any {1<{2 .
Consequently, D#0, in other words, we have proved (1.10). Moreover,
combining this fact with (2.12) we get (1.12). The strong convergence of the
sequence *n, tn implies that
* f=* f and p(*)= p(* ).
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Thus, the relation (2.14) being taken into account, * , u is a globally defined
weak solution of (1.1)(1.3) with the driving force f . Moreover, * , u belong
to the regularity classes (1.4), (1.6). To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1,
we have only to show compactness of the momenta, i.e., the relation (1.13).
Indeed, it implies
*n, tn fn, tn .un, tn  * f } u in D$(J_0)
and, consequently, the energy inequality (1.15) holds for * , u , f .
7. COMPACTNESS OF THE MOMENTA
We can write
*n, tn un, tn=(*n, tn)
12 (*n, tn)
12 un, tn ,
where, by virtue of (1.12),
(*n, tn)
12  (* )12 strongly in L2 (J_0),
and, in view of (2.2),
(*n, tn)
12 un, tn  (* )
12 u weakly in [L2 (J_0)]3 (7.1)
for any bounded J/R. Moreover, using (2.11) we infer
&(*n, tn)
12 un, tn&
2
L2(J_0)
=|
J
|
0
*n, tn |un, tn |
2 dx dt  |
J
|
0
* |u | 2 dx dt
=&(* )12 u &2L2(J_0) .
In other words, the convergence in (7.1) is strong and (1.13) follows.
Since (1.11) follows immediately from (2.10), Theorem 1.1 has been
proved.
Note added in proof. In view of the recent results of Feireisl [11], the present method
could be adapted to the case #>53.
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